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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
The on-going industrial trend toward production of highly complex and accurate part
geometries with reduced costs has led to the emergence of hybrid manufacturing processes
where two or more manufacturing processes are combined whereby the advantages of each
discrete process can be exploited synergistically. However, in this PhD thesis, the focus will
be on additive and substantive manufacturing process. Processes planning is to definethe
processes and the tools that will be used tomanufacture specific part and to assembly a
specificsystem.Atypical process plan includes detailed drawings, routing sheets,material,
tooling, fixtures, part programs, cost and time data. Research on process planning for
subtractive processes has been widely developed since many decades. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to take into account the potential of additive manufacturing technology in the
industry of the future.Thus, the problem to be addressed is the combination between Additive
and Subtractive Manufacturing to meet the industrial challenges in the reduction of tool wear
and production time and cost and the increase of machining efficiency with specified
tolerancesand surface finish.
The main objectives of the proposal are:
1. Development of a process planning framework for additive/subtractive processes
based on product features and process planning scenarios.
2. Proposal ofcost and time estimation models for the process planning scenarios to find
the best one.
3. Testing and validating the proposed framework using differentindustrial case studies.
Required background of the student:
The candidate must have a master degree in industrial, mechanical or production engineering.
Skills insystems engineeringand programming will be appreciated.
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